[Hailey-Hailey disease. Early detection of heterozygotes by an ultraviolet provocation tests--clinical relevance of the method].
An UV provocative test to identify genotypical carriers of Hailey-Hailey disease was developed, and performed on 30 non-affected family members of 8 families. The test revealed that 10 individuals were genotypical carriers without clinical signs. We checked the reliability of the UV provocative test during a 3-year follow-up period (family register method). In 50% of the carriers identified by the UV provocative test the first clinical manifestations of Hailey-Hailey disease developed in this period. All individuals with negative UV provocative test results remained clinically healthy. Up to now our results with the UV provocative test have been verified by the clinical development in 80% of cases. The UV provocative test is a practicable and reliable method of determining genotypical carriers of Hailey-Hailey disease.